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Abstract

The impact of salt delivery in mouth on salt perception was investigated. It was hypothesized that fast concentration changes in
the delivery to the receptor can reduce sensory adaptation, leading to an increased taste perception. Saltiness ratings were
scored by a panel over time during various stimulation conditions involving relative changes in NaCl concentration of 20% and
38%. Changes in salt delivery profile had similar effect on saltiness perception when delivered either by a sipwise method or by
a gustometer. The impact of concentration variations and frequency of concentration changes was further investigated with
the gustometer method. Five second boosts and 2 s pulses were delivered during 3 sequential 10-s intervals, whereas the
delivered total salt content was the same for all conditions. Two second pulses were found to increase saltiness perception, but
only when the pulses were delivered during the first seconds of stimulation. Results suggest that the frequency, timing, and
concentration differences of salt stimuli can affect saltiness. Specifically, a short and intense stimulus can increase salt
perception, possibly through a reduction of adaptation.
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Introduction

There is strong scientific evidence of the link between high

sodium intake from food products and hypertension (World

Health Organisation [WHO] 2007). Furthermore, it has been

demonstrated that significantly reduced sodium intake is an
effective method to lower hypertension and associated risks

on cardiovascular disease (Sacks et al. 2001). The WHO cur-

rently recommends a daily intake of 5 g of salt (NaCl) per

day, instead of typical daily intakes of 9–12 g of salt

(WHO 2007). A number of different approaches for salt

reduction have been developed and reviewed, but these

are primarily limited to reductions of up to 20–30% salt in

products (Kilcast and Angus 2007; Cobcroft et al. 2008).
Hence, there is a need for further methods that enable salt

reduction in products while maintaining the same consumer

acceptance. The study reported here was conducted in order

to investigate the impact of salt delivery on perception.

It is generally accepted that receptors (for vision, temper-

ature, taste, odor, etc.) are contrast detectors (Alberts et al.

1994). One can view the experiments of Linforth et al. (2007)

in this light. They compared in vivo aroma release and aroma
perception in gels containing concentrated suspended drop-

lets of aroma and the same amount of aroma compounds

homogeneously distributed in the gel. Adding aroma com-

pounds in droplets was found to increase both the maximum

intensity of volatiles in the nasal cavity and the perceived

aroma intensity. The conditions that delivered the largest

in-nose contrast in concentration were perceived as more in-
tense. In rats, it has been shown that the phasic portion of

neural responses, that is, that part of the response that is

transitional/adaptive, is influenced by the flow rate of salt

solutions. The slower the flow, the smaller the maximums

and the longer it takes to reach the peak of the phasic re-

sponse (Smith and Bealer 1975; Marowitz and Halpern

1977; Matsuo and Yamamoto 1992). This suggests that

(at least in rats) the rate of taste molecules transported to
the taste receptors can influence the receptor response.

Prolongedor repeated stimulationof receptors often leads to

a gradual loss of the magnitude of the perceived intensity,

which is called adaptation (Meiselman 1972). This loss of in-

tensity is also often referred to as habituation (Thompson

and Spencer 1966), which is defined at the level of perception.

Hereweuse the termadaptation,which is definedat the level of

sensation. Sensory adaptation is a change over time in the re-
sponsiveness of the sensory system to a constant stimulus. Ad-

aptationoccursat the level ofnerve activity after stimulationof

the receptor. Adaptation is observed for all senses (McBurney
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1985). Adaptation has been demonstrated in electrophysiolog-

ical (e.g., Smith et al. 1978) and psychophysical experiments

(e.g., Meiselman 1968; O’Mahony 1972, 1984; Gent and

McBurney 1978). The time frame of the adaptation of sodium

receptors is expected to be of the order of 100ms (reaction time
to salt stimuli) to seconds (Kelling and Halpern 1983). In the

case of salty taste, sodium receptors have been shown to adapt

to the sodiumcontent of their surroundingmedium,which can

be Na+ from the saliva in the mouth or from previous stimu-

lations (O’Mahony 1972). Through the application of rapid

stimuli to the receptor, adaptation may be reduced, which

consequently may increase the resulting taste perception. We

hypothesized that relevant parameters that may influence
perception are the firing rate at the receptor and the time re-

quired to distinguish between input signals. Because of the fast

receptor adaptation time (Kelling andHalpern 1983), fast con-

centration change rates are required for a change in sensory

adaptation. Such rates cannot be investigated using sipwise

sampling with cups, for which the minimum sampling rate

was foundtobearound15s.Recently, severalauthors reported

a ‘‘continuous’’ flow delivery system to deliver solutions of
different concentrations and compositions into the mouth

(Hort and Hollowood 2004, Bult et al. 2007).

The aim of this paper was to investigate whether saltiness

perception can be modified by changing the concentration

and frequency of the salt stimulus delivered onto the tongue.

Trained panellists were exposed to stimuli varying in concen-

tration of salt over time, delivered via differentmethods (cups

and continuous flow). Continuous flowdelivery was achieved
using a gustometer, a software controlled system with 8

pumps to deliver liquid stimuli into the mouth of panellists.

Panellists scored saltiness intensity over time using time-

intensity (TI) methodology. In a first experiment, the impact

of salt variationon saltiness perceptionwas investigatedusing

a classical sipwise approach and a gustometer approach. The

overall salt delivery profiles (concentration and frequency [15

s]) were the same. In the second experiment, the role of salt
concentration (high–in-salt vs. constant stimulations) and

frequency of presentation (2 and 5 s) was further investigated.

Materials and methods

Subjects

In experiment 1, 11 panellists (all females [39–62 years]) and

12 panellists (7 women and 5 men [20–47 years]) took part in

the sipwise condition and gustometer condition, respectively.

For experiment 2, the panel was composed of 5 women and 5

men (22–55 years). Assessors were selected using ranking

tests and trained to score saltiness as a function of time
(see below).

Stimuli

In experiment 1 (sipwise and gustometer), 3 stimuli of 80 ml

each were provided to panellists. In the sipwise condition, the

stimuli consisted of series of 8 samples of 10 ml each offered

at a frequency of 15 s (stimulus duration 120 s). In the gus-

tometer condition, each stimulus was offered under contin-

uous flow; when different concentrations were delivered they

were changed every 15 s. All stimuli had the same overall
average concentration (6.3 g/l NaCl in demineralized

water). The same amount of total salt was delivered in each

stimulus. The stimuli were created as follow (Figure 1a): the

salt concentrationwas either kept constant over the full deliv-

ery time (‘‘Constant’’ stimulus; constantconcentration6.3g/l)

or varied: 5.6 and 7 g/l alternatively (20% concentration var-

iation). For sequences varying in concentration, the sequence

startedeitherwiththe lowerconcentration(‘‘Low–high’’ stim-
ulus) or with the higher concentration (‘‘High–low’’ stimulus;

Figure 1a).

In experiment 2, the impact of salt concentration and fre-

quency was further investigated. The average salt concentra-

tion was kept the same as in experiment 1 (6.3 g/l NaCl), but

the frequency of concentration variation and the concentra-

tion levels were varied. Five stimuli of 40-s delivery were of-

fered to panellists: a Constant stimulus and 4 stimuli varying
in salt concentration (Figure 1b). A 20% concentration var-

iation was used (5.6 and 7 g/l), and this was varied every 5 s.

A 38% concentration difference (5.6 and 9.1 g/l) was also

used, delivering a 2-s Pulse every 10 s. Hereafter ‘‘Boost’’

and ‘‘Pulse’’ refer to stimuli varying in concentrations every

5 and 2 s, respectively. Moreover, Low–high and High–low

refer to the stimuli beginning with the low or high concen-

tration, respectively. The sampling duration was 30 s, fol-
lowed by a constant delivery of 6.3 g/l NaCl for 10 s for

all conditions (Figure 1b).

All samples were provided at room temperature. Between

stimuli, panellists were provided with mineral water and un-

salted crackers as palate cleanser. The stimuli were offered to

the panel members following a balanced Latin square design.

In experiment 2, a dummy stimulus was given at the begin-

ning of each session. All stimuli were evaluated in duplicate.
Conductivity measurements were used to verify the actual

delivery of salt solutions via the gustometer.

Sipwise delivery conditions

In experiment 1, sipwise conditions were chosen to be repre-

sentative of the consumption conditions of a bouillon. Ten

microliters of samples were provided in small cups. Every 15 s

panellists were asked to put the full contents of a cup into the

mouth and to swallow 2–3 s later. FIZZ 2.0 (Biosystems,

Couternon, France) was used to indicate the actual timing

of sipping the samples.

Gustometer delivery conditions

The gustometer was constructed from8pumps, a central con-
trol unit, a computer with dedicated software, and amanifold

(Bult et al. 2007). Eight identical membrane liquid pumps

(KNF Stepdos FEM03.18RC, KNF Verder, Vleuten, The

342 J.L.H.C. Busch et al.
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Netherlands; 0.030–30.0 ml/min) were connected via Teflon

tubing (1.6-mm inner diameter) to an 8-channel input–1-

channel output manifold (Inacom, Veenendaal, The Nether-

lands). Each input channel was fitted with an in-line check

valve and mixing took place in the manifold. From the mani-
fold, an approximately 10 cm long Teflon tube leads to the

mouth of an assessor. Pump flow rates can be adjusted at

any time from the central control unit (terminal eliminator

plus, BlackBox, Lawrence, PA), using the dedicated software

(Bult et al. 2007). In experiments 1 and 2, the flow rate of all

stimuliwasfixedat40ml/min (sameoverall frequencyas in the

sipwise setup). Theflow rates of individual pumpswere varied

in order to deliver different concentrations into the mouth of

the panellist by combining 1% (w/w) salt solutions and water.

During the sessions of experiment 2, panellists wore head-
phones to restrict possible impact of pump noise on panellist

evaluation. The effect of wearing headphones to restrict

sound was further investigated in an extra session. Results

(not presented here) showed that the minor sound that pan-

ellists could hear did not significantly impact their scoring.

Figure 1 Overview of experiments 1 and 2. Schematic overview of the stimuli used in (a) experiment 1 (sipwise and gustometer) and (b) experiment 2
(gustometer). Salt concentrations and frequency as delivered in cups or via gustometer are indicated. Dashed line (- - -) indicates average salt concentration of 6.3
g/l for all conditions. For experiment 1, stimulus duration was 120 s; data were collected for 240 s. Experiment 2: stimulus duration, 40 s; data collection, 90 s.

Temporal Contrast of Salt Delivery in Mouth 343
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TI measurements

TI measurements were used to investigate saltiness percep-

tion over time. For each experiment, panel members were
trained during at least 2 sessions. For the sipwise experi-

ments, special attention was given to taking in the samples

at exactly the right time, the actual perception of the taste

intensity, and continuously scoring on the scale of the per-

ceived intensity. For the gustometer experiments, the train-

ing of panel members focused on the familiarization with the

gustometer method, with continuous sample delivery and on

TI scoring, using representative delivery profiles.
TI data of the sipwise experiment were collected using

FIZZ 2.0 (Biosystems, Couternon, France). For the gustom-

eter experiments, in-house Time-intensity (TI) software

(Visual Basic.NET) was used. In all experiments, the scale

was set from 0 to 100. In the gustometer experiments, panel

members received a reference (10 g/l salt solution) before

each sequence was delivered. This reference was given a fixed

score of 100 and 80 in gustometer experiments 1 and 2, re-
spectively. Data were collected during sample delivery (120

and 40 s) and afterwards (aftertaste) (120 s and 50 s) for ex-

periments 1 and 2, respectively.

Data analysis

The TImeasurements produced data withmultiple peaks, for

which traditional analysis of TI data was not suitable. For all

TI curves, obtained from experiments 1 and 2, area under

the curves (AUC) were analyzed, which are highly correlated

with the perception of taste at a given point (e.g., Lee and
Pangborn 1986; Cliff and Noble 1990). For each individual

‘‘panellist–replicate’’ curveobtained for eachmethod (sipwise

or gustometer) and each stimulus (Constant, Boost, Pulses,

Low–high, and High–low; Figure 1), the following parame-

ters were extracted: Taste AUC (AUC corresponding to

the tasting time) and Aftertaste AUC (AUC corresponding

to the aftertaste of the sequence of samples; the aftertaste

started after delivery of the last salt sample into the mouth).
Extracted parameters were analyzed using an analysis of var-

iance (ANOVA). Data for experiment 1 were analyzed using

a 3-wayANOVA(panellistwithinmethod,method, and stim-

ulus; with panellists within method as random factor). Data

from experiment 2 were submitted to a 3-way ANOVA (pan-

ellist, stimulus, and replicate). When the stimulus effect was

significant (P < 0.05), an LSMEANS post hoc comparison

test was performed. Statistical analyses were performed with
SAS software (version 9.1, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results

Experiment 1: impact of salt variation on saltiness

perception using 2 different delivery methods

Average TI curves from the sipwise condition are presented

in Figure 2a. The intake of 8 samples every 15 s induced TI

profiles with multiple peaks. Whereas the stimulus with con-

stant salt concentration produced 8 peaks with small ampli-
tude, stimuli with alternating salt concentrations show 4

peaks of higher amplitude. These peaks can be related to

the actual delivered salt concentrations. TI profiles from

the continuous flow condition (gustometer) are shown in

Figure 2b. For the constant concentration curve, a peak is

observed at the start, followed by a more or less constant

lower intensity. For High–low and Low–high sequences,

TI profiles consisted of 4 peaks in a regular pattern. Both
in the sipwise and in the gustometer experiments, the alter-

nating sequence starting with a low concentration (Low–

high sequence) shows a lower maximum for the first peak.

Furthermore, for both delivery methods, the sequence end-

ing with a high concentration (Low–high sequence) displays

increased saltiness intensity compared with the sequence

ending with the low concentration. This effect extends into

the aftertaste interval. Upon closer inspection of the shape of
the TI profiles resulting from concentration variations, dif-

ferences can be observed between the 2 delivery methods.

The relative position of the curves and where they cross each

Figure 2 Average TI curves of experiment 1. Average salt concentration is
6.3 g/l; salt concentration difference is 20% (7 and 5.6 g/l). Vertical lines
indicate concentration changes every 15 s (in-mouth) and the aftertaste
interval. (a) Sipwise condition and (b) gustometer condition.
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other is different. For the sipwise experiment, the positions

of the minimums and maximums mirror each other for the

‘‘opposite’’ stimuli, but their shapes are skewed. The mini-

mums and maximums of the 2 opposite sequences of the gus-

tometer profiles have similar values, and the profiles cross
each other on the constant concentration curve. The relative

size of the amplitude of minimum and maximum peaks for

the alternating salt concentrations was of comparable mag-

nitude, 55% and 68% for sipwise and gustometer delivery,

respectively.

As shown in Figure 3, cup-wise delivery elicited a weaker

taste (judged by Taste AUC) than delivery by gustometer

(F1,21 = 13.07, P < 0.01). For each delivery method, data
from individual panellists differed significantly (F21,111 =

4.10, P < 0.001). However, the way by which NaCl was

presented in time (Constant, or with a 20% concentration

variation) did not affect taste significantly for both methods

used. With regards to the perception of the aftertaste (judged

by the aftertaste AUC; Figure 3), the method used to deliver

the stimuli did not significantly affect the perception. For the

cupwise and gustometer delivery methods, data from indi-
vidual panellists differed significantly (F21,111 = 6.70, P <

0.001). The salt delivery profile affected the aftertaste

(F2,111 = 16.15, P < 0.001). As shown in Figure 3, the High–

low 20% variation stimulus induced a weaker aftertaste than

the Low–high and Constant stimuli, whatever the delivery

method used.

Experiment 2: impact of different salt delivery profiles on

saltiness perception

In experiment 2, the gustometer was used to deliver salt con-

centrations with a faster frequency than in experiment 1.

Boost and Pulse stimuli (see Materials and methods and Fig-

ure 1) with high–in-salt concentration delivery of 5 and 2 s,
respectively, were provided to panellists. Stimuli were short-

ened to 30 s and a 10-s delivery of 6.3 g/l salt was added to all

stimuli (from 30 to 40 s) because a large impact of the last

concentration on aftertaste was observed in experiment 1.

This 10-s supplementary delivery was added to all stimuli

to ensure that all sequences ended with the same salt concen-

tration. All stimuli had the same average salt concentration.

Average TI curves are presented in Figure 4. For the Con-
stant stimulus, saltiness scores stay almost constant over the

40 s of delivery (Figure 4a and b). Concerning the Boost and

Pulse stimuli, TI curves present multiple peaks that can be

related to salt concentration delivery. From these curves,

it can be assumed that panellists were able to discriminate

between salt concentrations.

It can be noticed that all stimuli showed an increase in salt-

iness with time. This seems less apparent for the Constant
condition. This effect is more apparent under the pulsed con-

ditions (Figure 4b), which suggests that the Pulse stimuli

have been perceived as saltier than the other stimuli, the ef-

fect being more obvious for the High–low Pulse. The latter

stimulus also shows a high increase in saltiness score around

45 s that is not observed for the other stimuli. Concerning the

Figure 3 Areas under the curve for experiment 1. Taste and Aftertaste AUC
for sipwise and gustometer conditions.Mean values associatedwith the same
letter are not significantly different (a = 0.05). NS, not significantly different.

Figure 4 Average TI curves of experiment 2 (gustometer condition).
Average salt concentration is 6.3 g/l. Constant condition is displayed in
(a and b). (a) Salt concentration difference is 20% (7 and 5.6 g/l); high–in-
salt Boosts of 5 s every 10 s were delivered 3 times, followed by a 10-s
delivery of 6.3 g/l. Vertical lines indicate concentration changes every 10 s
(in-mouth) and the aftertaste interval. (b) Salt concentration difference is
38% (9.1 and 5.6 g/l); high–in-salt Pulses of 2 s every 10 s were delivered 3
times, followed by a 10-s delivery of 6.3 g/l. 10-s epochs are indicated: T0
corresponds to the taste interval between 0 and 10 s; T10 corresponds to
the taste interval between 10 and 20 s, etc. A10 corresponds to the first 10 s
of the aftertaste interval (the interval between 40 and 50 s).
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3 remaining stimuli (Boost and Constant; Figure 4a), the

curves present a similar average saltiness TI score, the Con-

stant stimulus lying mainly in between the up and down parts

of the Boost curves.

For taste and aftertaste, data from individual panellists
(judged by Taste and Aftertaste AUCs) differed significantly

(F9,36 = 18.55,P < 0.001 and F9,36 = 39.52,P < 0.001, respec-

tively). There was no significant replicate effect. As shown in

Figure 5, the way by which NaCl was presented in time

affected taste (F4,36 = 3.22, P < 0.05) and aftertaste (F4,36 =

2.69,P < 0.05).TheHigh–lowPulse stimuluselicited stronger

taste and aftertaste than other stimuli. As observed from the

curves (Figure 4), saltiness intensity of the Low–high and
High–low Boost stimuli and the Constant stimulus were not

found to be significantly different.

The effect of salt delivery on saltiness perception over time

was further investigated by examining the evolution of AUC

every 10 s (corresponding to the repetitive element of each

stimulus). Each individual TI curve was divided into epochs

of 10-s intervals, and the AUC was calculated for each 10-s

epoch (T0, T10, T20, T30, and A10, corresponding to the
first 10 s of the aftertaste). For each stimulus, average epoch

AUCs increased from T0 to T10 and decreased after salt

delivery from T30 to A10 (Figure 6; results are shown for

Constant and Pulse conditions only). No evidence of an

adaptation effect (a decrease in perceived saltiness intensity

upon prolonged stimulation) was observed between 10- and

30-s stimulation, as based on simple examination of the evo-

lution of epochs over time (Figure 6).
Moreover, from Figure 6 it can be observed that for each

10-s interval the AUC is higher for the High–low Pulse (Fig-

ure 6). Such effect was not observed for the delivery profile of

the Low–high Pulse. The main differences between the 2

Pulse sequences consisted in the timing of the high–in-salt

Pulses: these Pulses are presented first for the High–low Pulse

and only after 8 s for the other stimulus.

The results reported here show that saltiness perception

may be modified by changing the salt delivery profile. A pul-
satile profile (2-s Pulses) starting with a high–in-salt Pulse

resulted in higher saltiness scores. The data suggest that pan-

ellists are specifically influenced by the concentration of salt

during the 2 first seconds of delivery.

Discussion

In experiment 1, salt solutions of constant and alternating

salt concentrations were delivered into the mouth of panel-

lists during 120 s via 2 methods. The overall delivery condi-

tions had been matched. In the sipwise condition with
constant concentration, the saltiness score was reduced

somewhat during each 15-s interval. This may be due to di-

lution with saliva, swallowing, and adaptation. The begin-

ning of the next sip of the same concentration was

consequently perceived as slightly higher due to contrast.

Hence, constant concentrations assessed under sipwise con-

ditions produced 8 small peaks, which are in accordance with

studies by Guinard et al. (1986), Bornstein et al. (1993), and
Schiffman et al. (1994, 2003), who obtained similar curve

shapes for such experiments. In the constant concentration

condition, delivered under continuous flow with the gustom-

eter, a constant flow of liquid was delivered in mouth and

after an initial peak a constant perception level was reached.

Variation of the concentration in both delivery methods

(experiment 1) produced similar but not identical TI profiles

comprising of 4 peaks, which can be attributed to the
contrast experienced with the preceding 15-s sample of dif-

ferent concentration. This effect has been defined as suc-

cessive cumulative contrast: solutions preceded by a high

Figure 5 Areas under the curve (AUC) for experiment 2 (gustometer
condition). Taste and aftertaste AUC for all 5 conditions. Mean values
associated with the same letter are not significantly different (a = 0.05).

Figure 6 Epoch analysis of experiment 2 (gustometer condition). AUCs for
10-s intervals for the Constant, Low–high Pulse, and High–low Pulse
condition. T0 corresponds to the taste interval between 0 and 10 s; T10
corresponds to the taste interval between 10 and 20 s, etc. A10 corresponds
to the first 10 s of the aftertaste interval (the interval between 40 and 50 s).
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concentration level are judged to be significantly less intense

than solutions proceeded by a low concentration level

(Schifferstein and Oudejans 1996).

Delivery conditions for the 2 methods have been matched,

that is, same concentrations and overall the same sampling
frequency of 10 ml per 15 s have been applied. However,

there is intrinsically a different temporal delivery profile as-

sociated with each method. With the cups, 10 ml is placed in

the mouth at once, and this is repeated every 15 s (‘‘batch-

wise’’). With the gustometer, 10 ml is delivered over a period

of 15 s, and this is repeated without a pause with the same or

different concentrations (continuous). These differences im-

pact the evolution and timing of the TI profiles. The TI pro-
files obtained with the gustometer display stable shapes. This

may be attributed to highly controlled sample delivery into

the mouth (concentration, flow, and timing) for the gustom-

eter setup, whereas for the sipwise condition, only the intake

time of each cup and its volume and concentration can be

controlled. In-mouth processing (mouth movements and

timing of swallowing) was not controlled in the 2 conditions.

The panel composition has not been the same in the 2 con-
ditions due to availability of panel members, but all panel

members were trained. Despite significant differences in

AUC observed between the 2 studies—conducted with dif-

ferent delivery methods and different panellists—reported

in experiment 1, similar effects of salt concentration on salt-

iness perception were observed, whatever the delivery

method used.

No increase in perception was observed upon concentra-
tion variations for both delivery methods. Both contrast

and adaptation effects are assumed to play a role upon

sequential delivery of concentration variations, and these

effects appear to have counteracted each other. Rather, a

faster stimulation frequency might be needed to reduce ad-

aptation and hence increase perception. The impact of faster

frequency delivery rates on perception was assessed using the

gustometer in experiment 2.
In experiment 2, analysis of the evolution of AUC over

time (10-s intervals) suggested that there was no adaptation

effect. This is in line with results of Meiselman and Halpern

(1973), who reported absence of adaptation under conditions

designed to simulate drinking, with pulsatile delivery of salt

and water stimuli onto the tongue (Halpern and Meiselman

1980). Hence, the results presented here suggest that fast con-

centration changes can lead to increased perception, which is
attributed to a reduction of the adaptation experienced at the

receptor. Such effects at the receptor have been reported for

studies involving rats (Smith and Bealer 1975; Marowitz and

Halpern 1977; Matsuo and Yamamoto 1992).

An increase in saltiness perception (as represented by

AUC) was observed for the Pulse condition with the

high–in-salt concentration delivered at the beginning of

the sequential 10-s intervals. The difference in saltiness be-
tween this stimulus and other stimuli (especially the Low–

high Pulse) can possibly be attributed to different parameters

of the delivery design. It can be hypothesized that the first 2-s

interval of the stimulus is a relevant parameter influencing

the overall saltiness rating (from the beginning and until

the aftertaste). The effect could be due to a perceptual effect

(a strong saltiness at the beginning of a stimulus inducing
a stronger overall saltiness perception) and/or to a scoring

effect (the higher scores rated at the beginning of the scoring

inducing an overall higher intensity score over time, via con-

tinuous rating on the scale). The fixed concentration at the

end of the stimulus delivery is another parameter possibly

influencing the saltiness rating of the High–low Pulse. It

was observed that for this condition, there was a relatively

large increase in saltiness perception during the 30- to 40-s
interval. There may be a contribution in increased saltiness

perception from the fixed salt concentration of 6.3 g/l at this

interval, which has been an increase as compared with the

concentration delivered prior to it. Such effects on aftertaste

have been observed in experiment 1. However, it should be

noted that such an effect was not observed for the High–low

Boost condition.

As a conclusion of this study, a significantly increased per-
ception for 2-s high–in-salt Pulses was shown, when starting

the sequence with a Pulse. It has been primarily suggested

that this could be attributed to a reduction of adaptation

as induced by fast concentration changes delivered in mouth.

Analysis of the results also suggests other parameters that

could impact on saltiness rating. This preliminary study,

in which samples were delivered with a gustometer and

the effects on saltiness perception were investigated using
TI, would need further validation. Further work is recom-

mended in order to understand if saltiness perception is more

influenced by the frequency (2 s or less) or the salt concen-

tration differences of short salt stimuli and to understand the

importance of timing in the sequence of the Pulse. Further-

more, it is recommended to measure the overall salt percep-

tion (and not over time) and during shorter stimuli (e.g., 10 s)

with varied salt delivery profiles within the stimulus. This
would be more representative of real consumption condi-

tions of products.

The food matrix or microstructure affects the temporal

release profile of tastants and aroma, which in turn has an

impact on perception (Taylor 1996; Wilson and Brown

1997; Taylor et al. 2001; Wright and Hills 2003; Busch

et al. 2008). Studies with the gustometer, such as the current

study, can be very useful for the definition of design rules for
release profiles that lead to a higher perception with the

same tastant or aroma composition. Ultimately, this should

provide input for product design.
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